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About This Content

The Meadow tale continues. An intense pheasant leads an obelisk hunt, but it comes to a halt. They search far and wide to find
who could fit the bill, with a broken symbol as the only clue. What animal could be the match?

Yet again, illustrator Lisa Richard brings her own take on the Meadow style, where the symbol driven language of Meadow
communicates the story. A story of curiosity, bravery and above all: unexpected friendships.

Main Features

 15 pages of original Meadow Comic by Lisa Richards

 Unlocks the Wolf in Meadow

To access the comic

 Right-click Meadow in Steam and go to "Properties"

 Select "Local Files"

 Click "Browse Local Files"
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 Open the folder called "Symbols"
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Thank you M&D! Thank you for this awesome comic and new animal.

If you are a fan of Meadow (or the Shelter franchise as a whole), I can't think of a reason to not buy this comic!. You tease a
skin at the end of the comic i was looking forward to unlocking. Can you please put that maned wolf skin in? You dreamed it up
and my nerdy self picks the weirder skins for animals that don't seem real but totally are, like the goat skin with the saber teeth.
I was kinda heartbroken when all I got was grey wolf, black wolf, blonde wolf, and white wolf.. Once again, Lisa Richards
delighted us with another adorable comic based off Meadow's daily experience.

The story's premise is simple, but it starts with something the average Meadow player is well familiar with: finding the right
animal for the right obelisk, so you can crack it open and collect the shards within. That's when the twist happens: what in the
world is this weird symbol on this broken obelisk and how can we open this one?

The designs are cute and adorable, the characters' personalities apparent in their expressions and in the way they act. Honestly, is
there a pheasant in Meadow who isn't just as intense as Symbols' is? And doesn't the white fox inspire a sense of aloofness right
off the bat?

The comic concludes with the big reveal of what the animal for Meadow's second anniversary is, as a pack of wolves appears to
open the mysterious obelisk. In-game, the wolf comes with a twist too: it's not your average wolf at the peak of its years, feeding
an apex predator's power fantasy. He's a goofy, old wolf, who's seen all there is to see in life and happens to be surprisingly agile
despite his age. By far, he's the most characterized animal we've seen in Meadow yet, at the point he's got an unique personality
of his own with no need of projecting yours.

I'd recommend this comic not only for what it actually unlocks in the base game, but also for how well-drawn and plain adorable
it actually is. It's a nice, wholesome read, and I'd love to own an hardcover copy of both Symbols and Blossom someday. And all
the future comics, of course!

You're on a roll, Lisa - and we're begging you not to stop :D. cant find out how to open. The wolf's pretty cool
One thing that doesn't really fit though is that i think they jump way too high and the run is like way too slow
Maybe try to balance it out a bit somehow?. Very cute little comic, love the expressive art. I still don't knowing how to open it
help please
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Ayy, wolves are a thing now, the comic looks nice as well.

maybe add a howl thing that can be heard in Shelter 2? i think that'd be a cool thing to have as well.. Dont know how to access
but seems really cool. Plus the wolf is great :>. How The Heck Do Play Or Read It? (Also,I was kind of unimpressed with the
wolf's deisign.But I still recommend this game to any animal lovers.)
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